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A little bit about me
I'M

AN

EVENT

PLANNER

TURNED

EVENT

SPONSORSHIP

NERD!

Over the last decade I discovered why my corporate event
clients could rock sponsorship sales and be extremely
profitable with their events... and they weren't even
fundraising!
I took that knowledge and shared it with my nonprofit clients
and they began seeing amazing results in their fundraising
and created sustainable events...
it all starts with sponsors!
These days, I share my "corporate sponsorship strategies"
across the country helping nonprofits raise more money with
their fundraisers though teaching at conferences and online
at daniellesnelson.com
In this checklist you'll discover the important
components to creating a sponsorship package that sells!
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To begin, generate
enough in event

ADVANTAGES OF EVENT
SPONSORSHIP

sponsorship to cover
the cost of your event.
This sets you up to
receive 100% revenue
towards your mission.
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DESCRIBE WHO YOU ARE
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DETAILS ABOUT YOUR ATTENDEES
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GIVE EM' THE DETAILS
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packages
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